GLEN CANYON PARK

EASY
- FIRM & STABLE SURFACES 83.3%

MODERATE
- SEMI-FIRM & STABLE SURFACES 10% MAX SLOPE

CHALLENGING
- UNSTABLE SURFACES >10% SLOPE, STEPS OR >12" BARRIERS

POINTS OF INTEREST
- COYOTE CRAGS TRAIL
- GUM TREE GIRLS TRAIL
- ISLAIS CREEK TRAIL

CREEKS TO PEAKS TRAIL
- CREEKS TO PEAKS Trail
- GLEN PARK TRAILS
- BAY AREA RIDGE TRAIL

GLEN CANYON is an ecological jewel in the heart of San Francisco. Containing one of San Francisco's last two free flowing creeks (Isaías Creek), picturesque rock outcrops and colorful spring wildflower displays, this natural area provides critically important wildlife habitat and abundant opportunities for nature exploration.

From the accessible Gum Tree Girls Trail to the challenging incline of Coyote Craggs Trail, there is something for everyone to explore. For a longer urban nature trail experience, explore the 1.5 mile Creeks to Peaks Trail by following the Isaías Creek Trail north to the Twin Peaks overlook.

Please help steward this natural open space by staying on trails and preserving plants and wildlife.

For more information on Glen Canyon Park, including accessible format of sign content, please visit: https://sfparks.org/destination/glen-park/glen-park-natural-areas

Enjoy your stay Out and Play, and please take your trash away! THIS SIGN WAS PARTIALLY MADE FROM SAVAGED MATERIALS.

sfrecpark.org